OPNFV-SFC Reference Materials

SFC Reference Material / Presentation and Helpful Info Page

This page is intended to be a place that we can post up information, documents, links and other useful stuff with regards to the evolution of the SFC project within OPNFV. There are no real rules for posting, but rather if we see a item of information that is being passed around within the mailing lists, links that we are referring to over and over again, lets add it in here and then point people to this page for reference.

Hopefully cuts down on some of the clutter!

Links to Materials

- OPNFV SFC Architecture overview
- SFC Hitchhiker's Guide a.k.a SFC Hackathon
- SFC 101 Document (using Python Agent)
- SFC 102 Document (using OVS)
- SFC Installation and Testing Guide
- Group Based Policy Wiki in Opendaylight
- GBP Lithium User Guide
- Draft of IETF SFC Architecture
- SFC Header Mapping for Legacy SF - Challenges
- SFC Configuration in a Nutshell
- SFC Fuel Installer preparation and deploy

Links to Videos / Presentations Specific to SFC

- Opendaylight Group Based Policy Demos
- Video Of SFC Demo
- Opendaylight Service Function Chaining Demo Presentation

Other items In Use / Discussion in SFC project

- OPNFV-SFC Git basics
- Demo of Tacker - A VNF Manager for Openstack